The implications of approximate dynamical constants of motion for statistical analysis of highly excited vibrational spectra are investigated. The existence of approximate dynamical constants is related to localized chaos and partial assignability of a "chaotic spectrum." Approximate dynamical constants are discussed in a dynamical symmetry breaking formulation of the transition from periodic to quasiperiodic motion, and from quasiperiodic to chaotic motion. Level repulsion, leading to a Wigner distribution in the case of a strongly chaotic system, is shown to originate in dynamical symmetry breaking via the noncrossing rule that states of the same symmetry do not cross. It is argued that quantum numbers for dynamical constants must be correctly assigned to detect localized chaos in statistical spectroscopy. Two possible kinds of approximate constants, for a "total polyad number" and a bend normal mode, are discussed in relation to two coupling schemes that could govern the transition to chaos in H2 O.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is great interest in the spectra 1-6 of molecules whose Hamiltonians have chaotic classical dynamics. This stems not simply from the novel qualitative features of these "chaotic spectra," but also from their connection to questions of intramolecular energy transfer and reaction rate theory.
In this paper, we investigate a problem that has yet to receive much attention. This is the role of approximate "dynamical" classical constants of the motion and associated quantum numbers in the spectroscopy of chaotic molecules. We believe that these dynamical constants of motion may tum out to be quite common. If so, they will have crucial implications for the analysis and interpretation of highly excited, chaotic spectra. Approximate constants of motion imply localization of chaos in the molecule (on the time scale of the dynamical processes of interest) and the "partial assignability" of otherwise "unassignable" spectra. One might expect localized chaos to be an especially common and even Ubiquitous phenomenon in large molecules, but we believe it may tum out to be important in small molecule spectroscopy as well. In fact, "reduced dimension tori," a phenomenon we believe may be closely related to what we term localized chaos, have been invoked 7 to explain certain aspects of highly excited spectra 6 of the Na 3 molecule.
Localized chaos and partial assignability have especially important implications for statistical analyses 8 -13 of chaotic spectra. In statistical approaches, a traditional attempt at detailed level-by-Ievel analysis is eschewed in favor of characterizing statistical properties of large numbers of levels. These statistical properties are governed by the large-scale structure of the classical phase space. It has been argued 4 ,9 that this "statistical spectroscopy" is a natural means for probing intramolecular dynamics of highly excited molecules with large densities of states. In the simplest statistical measure, the distribution of nearest-neighbor level spacings,8,13 quasiperiodic systems have a Poisson distribution of level spacings, while strongly chaotic systems show level repulsion, with a Wigner distribution. 10,1 I The Brody distribution l2 varies continuously between the quasiperiodic and strongly chaotic extremes of the Poisson and Wigner distributions. Values of the "Brody parameters" intermediate between the Poisson and Wigner extremes are found 14-16 to be correlated with the degree of chaos. As we will show, approximate dynamical constants of motion greatly complicate such statistical analyses. To detect and correctly interpret chaotic dynamics localized in a subset of degrees offreedom, partial assignment of the spectrum, i.e., assignment of the residual approximate quantum numbers, is an essential prelude. This task of distinguishing and applying differential analyses to unassignable and assignable degrees of freedom is a novel and quite difficult one for molecular spectroscopy.
The juxtaposition of the notion of level repulsion with that of approximate constants of motion and partial assignability calls to mind the noncrossing rule l7 that states of the same symmetry do not cross, i.e., they repel, while states of different symmetry do not repel. In order to bring out the suggested connection oflevel statistics with the noncrossing rule, we will use a group theoretical analysis in this paper, based on breaking of the U( n) symmetry of the harmonic oscillator,18-21 to describe a coupled, anharmonic system. Dynamical symmetry breaking has been used extensively in treatments of the normal-to-Iocal transition 22 -24 and other aspects 25 -32 of coupled molecular vibrations. Dynamical symmetry has also been used recently33,34 in a treatment of the meaning of quantum integrability and nonintegrability. A symmetry breaking approach to the problem of partially assignable spectra is desirable for two reasons. First, it establishes the sought-for connection between the symmetrybased non crossing rule and the notion of level repulsion in chaotic spectra. Second, there will tum out to be different kinds of dynamical constants of motion that imply rather distinct problems of partially assigning a spectrum. The dynamical symmetry breaking approach enables us to treat these disparate problems in a unified framework.
In outline: Section II presents the conceptual relationship of level statistics to dynamical symmetry breaking and approximate constants of motion. Section III presents the formalism of dynamical symmetry breaking as it relates to level statistics and the transition to chaos. Section IV discusses the application of these ideas to analysis of experimental spectra, using the H 2 0 molecule as an example.
II. LEVEL STATISTICS AND APPROXIMATE DYNAMICAL CONSTANTS OF MOTION OF PARTIALLY ASSIGNABLE SPECTRA
In this section, we discuss the conceptual relationship between the noncrossing rule and level statistics using the idea that the transition to chaos in a molecule can be regarded as a process of dynamical symmetry breaking. Within this framework, we argue that the existence of approximate dynamical constants necessitates a partial assignment of the spectrum as a prelude to statistical analysis of the locally chaotic dynamics.
We begin by noting that to make a valid statistical analysis, it is necessary that the levels be sorted according to the exact symmetries of the system. For instance, consider the experimental spectrum of a molecule with strongly chaotic rotation-vibration dynamics. If the levels can be sorted into different sets, within each of which all J and parity values are the same, the level statistics should reflect the chaotic dynamics, and a Wigner distribution will be obtained. However, if sets oflevels with different symmetry, e.g., different total J and parity values, are analyzed together, one would expect to find a Poisson distribution. This would indicate nothing about the dynamics, however. The reason is that the noncrossing rule says that states of the same symmetry don't cross, and conversely, states of different symmetry do not interact and cannot repel. Then when the levels are not sorted by symmetry, they cannot have a Wigner distribution, even when the dynamics are strongly chaotic. One therefore cannot say anything about the dynamics of a system on the basis of the level statistics unless one is confident of having properly sorted the levels by symmetry. This expectation, that statistics of states properly sorted by symmetry reflect the dynamics, while statistics of states not so sorted cannot do so, is confirmed in numerical calculations. 35 Now, consider a system with one or more constants of the motion, which need not be exact, and which are not associated with exact symmetries such as angular momentum or parity. A simple example is the number of quanta in a normal mode which remains "good," i.e., which is effectively decoupled from the remaining degrees of freedom of the system. We refer to such constants of motion as "dynamical," and will relate these constants to a dynamical symmetry group. Then reasoning from the noncrossing rule in the manner just described, the levels must be grouped into sets of the same dynamical symmetry to analyze for chaotic behavior on the basis ofthe level statistics. If the levels cannot be sorted by dynamical symmetry, a statistical analysis may lead to grossly erroneous conclusions about the dynamics.
We can describe this problem of sorting by dynamical symmetry as one of partially assigning certain degrees of freedom of a system, while the remaining degrees of freedom exhibit localized chaos. Each dynamical constant of motion corresponds to an assignable degree of freedom of the system. The number of quanta in a normal mode which does not interact with the remaining, chaotic coupled degrees offreedom is one example of such a constant which we have already mentioned. Other kinds of constants such as a "polyad number" are also possible, and will be discussed below. The degrees of freedom not associated with the dynamical constants are then those in which localized chaos takes place. In a spectral analysis, it is crucial to distinguish the degrees associated with constants of motion from those involved in chaos. One must perform a "partial assignment" of the approximate good quantum numbers, and sort the levels on the basis of this dynamical symmetry assignment, before performing a statistical analysis. 
GROUP
In the present, rather lengthy section, we present the formal treatment of dynamical symmetry breaking as it relates to the transition to chaos in a system of anharmonic molecular vibrations. We show how different types of dynamical constants of motion and partial assignability fit into the dynamical symmetry breaking scheme, and how this relates to level statistics via the group theoretical noncrossing rule. The application of this framework to the analysis of molecular spectra is discussed in later sections.
Systems with high symmetry playa singular role in the mechanics of atoms and molecules. It is well known that the hydrogen atom 3 6-38 is invariant under the rotation group in four dimensions, O( 4 ); and the n-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator18-20.38 is invariant under the special unitary group U(n). Because of the high symmetry, both these systems have extra constants of motion beyond those associated with energy and angular momentum conservation. In fact, there is a sufficient number of extra constants that the bound classical trajectories of these systems are periodic. 38 That is, each orbit is confined to a one-dimensional invariant subspace of phase space instead of the (2n -1) dimensional invariant subspace that would exist if energy were the only conserved quantity.
At the opposite extreme from the U(n) symmetry limit with periodic motion are the dynamics of nonintegrable classical Hamiltonian systems. The energy is expected to be the only globally conserved quantity in these systems, which display chaotic motion. Intermediate between the periodic and chaotic limits are integrable systems, for which all trajectories possess n local actions and are confined to n tori. Then each of the trajectories is quasiperiodic except for a set of measure zero which are periodic.
We will employ symmetry breaking chains for the U( n) invariance group of the oscillator to analyze the transition from periodic to quasiperiodic to chaotic motion. Some of these symmetry breaking chains have previously been used 21 -25 to analyze the dynamics of coupled anharmonic vibrations in molecules. We relate symmetry breaking to the loss of successive conserved quantities and the associated changes of spectral pattern in the quantum levels. We find two distinctly different, but related mechanisms at work in the domain of the periodic to quasiperiodic transition and that of the quasiperiodic to chaotic transition. (1) The transition from periodic to quasiperiodic motion, with a descent from (2n -1) constants of motion to n constants, is described in Sec. III A (not uniquely, but conveniently and with no loss of generality) by the symmetry breaking subgroup chain
There is the loss ofaconstant angle variable at each step in the subgroup chain. The mechanism for change in energy level pattern is the lowering of degeneracy with each symmetry breaking step. Associated with each of the n U i ( 1) subgroups at the quasiperiodic stage is an action J i • Group theoretically, each action J i is the generator of a U i ( 1) symmetry subgroup, and therefore functions as a symmetry label in the symmetry group
( 2) The transition from quasiperiodic motion to chaos is described in Sec. III B as the successive loss of the n global actions of the quasiperiodic system. The destruction of each classical action J i corresponds to the loss of a good quantum number and the accompanying loss of the U i ( 1) subgroup. The mechanism of change in the energy level pattern is that levels become strongly correlated, with a transition from Poisson to Wigner statistics, via level repUlsion associated with the noncrossing rule. The reduction in symmetry with the loss of each successive quantum number enables states to repel which by the noncrossing rule were formerly forbidden to interact. This is discussed in Sec. III D, following a brief discussion in Sec. III C of the approximate nature of dynamical constants of motion.
We emphasize that the periodic to quasiperiodic and the quasiperiodic to chaotic transitions are treated in a unified theoretical framework in this paper. Most or all practical importance in molecular spectroscopy probably attaches to the quasiperiodic to chaotic transition. However, incorporation of the formal treatment of the periodic to quasiperiodic transition facilitates the treatment of chaotic molecules and the consequences for spectral analysis.
A. Subgroup chain and Invariant actions for the periodic to quasiperiodic transition
Consider a system of n harmonic oscillators with Vi quanta in oscillator i. They need not all have identical frequency, but they must be in rational frequency ratios,
It is convenient to define reduced actions n1=v1lal; n 2 =v 2 Ia 2 ; ••• ; nn=vnla n . (2) Then the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator system is
where
and a is Maslov's index. 1 (Addition A.) All states labeled by a given value of Nbelong to a specific representation of U (n ). Associated with this group is the Lie algebra U (n ) ; this algebra has n 2 generators, each of which commutes with the Hamiltonian. These generators are not independent as they are not all in involution, i.e., their Poisson brackets do not all simultaneously vanish. However, a subset of n of the n 2 generators may be chosen for which all Poisson brackets vanish simultaneously. There is a great deal of freedom in choosing the n commuting generators. One convenient set (by no means the only one), is
We consider three examples of such sets of actions, with molecules to which they might be applied: Example 1. Two identical stretch modes, H 2 0 (neglecting bend):
The quantity (n l + n2) will often be referred to as the "stretch polyad number." Example 2. 2: 1 frequency resonance between stretch and bend, CF 3 H or CO 2 :
(6) Example 3. Two identical stretches and a bend in 2:1 frequency resonance, H 2 0:
The quantity J I = (n l + n 2 + n 3 ) will often be referred to as the "total polyad number."
Other choices ofthe actions {JI ., ·In} may sometimes be useful. These alternate choices for the actions are linear combinations of the J/s in (7). Example 4. Alternate actions for H 2 0:
The actions in examples 3 and 4 will be used in Secs. III and IV in analyzing different resonant coupling schemes for the stretches and bend in highly excited states of water. The n commuting operators constitute a set of n good actions {J I ••• I n }. They are good quantum numbers to label the quantum spectrum, and each level in the U( n) representation has a unique set of quantum numbers {mI" ·m n }.
The classical trajectories and quantum spectrum are more highly "regular" than implied just by the n actions, however.
Since ( 1 ) contain~ only the term proportional to J I = N, the time derivatives .0 i of all the angles conjugate to the J i are zero except for °1, Hence there are (n -1) conserved angles in addition to the n conserved actions, or (2n -1) conserved quantities altogether, implying that all trajectories are periodic. Quantum mechanically, this is reflected in the degeneracy of the levels belonging to theJ I = N representation of U(n).
Just as the term NO) in (1) depending on the action J I = N gives a nonzero frequency 0)1 = 0 1 , we can add perturbations depending on successive independent actions which give a nonzero frequency for each of the (n -1) remaining angular degrees of freedom. A convenient way to think of this is in terms of subgroup chains of U( n). At each step, one can add a symmetry breaking perturbation which lowers the symmetry as little as possible and makes the Hamiltonian dependent on one additional independent action,
[We could equally well use other subgroup chains 29 -32 such as U(n) =>O(n) ... but useEq. (9) as we have coupled oscillators in mind.] At each step of the chain, a perturbation is specified which corresponds to a particular choice of U(m) from among the various possible U( m) which can be formed from linear combinations of the U( n) generators. Consider two simple examples: Example 5. Two anharmonic local stretch modes: The Hamiltonian is (10)
The first two terms commute with N, so they preserve the U(n) symmetry. The third term, depending on theactionJ 2 , is a perturbation which lowers the symmetry to
The Hamiltonian ( 10) now has O 2 =1= 0, so a conserved angle has been lost and all trajectories lie on 2 tori. Example 6. We illustrate for two oscillators the freedom mentioned just before example 4 in choosing the U(m) subgroup in Eqs. (9) and (11). The perturbation in Eq. (11) can be such as to correspond to any U 2 (1) which can be formed from linear combinations of the two oscillators. For instance, instead of the generator J 2 = (n l -n 2 ) which is diagonal in the local mode quantum numbers n l , n 2 , one could choose the generator "]2 = (a l + a 2 + at a l ), or Ix in angular momentum notation, which is diagonal in the normal modes representation,21 i.e., is equal to (ns -na ) . This amounts to a reorientation from the local to normal representation, with a switch to a system of zero-order anharmonic normal modes. This freedom to reorient the system by the choice of subgroup at each step in the chain (9) is discussed further in the Appendix.
In the general case of U(n), the subgroup chain (9) describes perturbations of the U(n) Hamiltonian (1) which produce quasiperiodic motion on a particular set of n tori. The chain arranges the n good actions hierarchically as {J I ,J 2 ••• I n } such that with the selection of each successive Ji> the symmetry is lowered to U I ( 1) X ... X U i(1 ) X U( n -i + 1) and the dimensionality ofthe invariant subspace to which the dynamics are confined is raised to i. At each symmetry breaking step, each irreducible representation of U(n -i + 1) is split into a set of U(n -i) irreducible representations, with accompanying degeneracy lowering. At the end of the subgroup chain (9) , the symmetry is U I ( 1) X ... X un (1) with n constants, and the system is integrable with quasiperiodic motion on an n torus. Quantum mechanically, each of the stationary states is uniquely labeled by the values of the n quantum numbers. That is, every state has a different symmetry, so by the noncrossing rule, the states do not interact. In these circumstances, the spectrum has a Poisson distribution of level spacings.
It is necessary in order to complete the formalism to consider how J I fits into this group theoretic picture since, unlike{J 2 " 'In},J I is fixed for a given U(n) representation, and we definitely want to have the possibility of J I not being fixed when we consider the transition to chaos later on. Groups in which J I is also variable are SU(n,1) and SU(n + 1). These are noninvariance groups42,43 for the oscillator because while they contain the oscillator invariance group U(n) as a subgroup, they do not commute with the Hamiltonian (1), since it contains J I = N. (We use the special unitary groups to exclude the irrelevant Casimir operator of the noninvariance group as an action.)
At this point it is also worth injecting a note relating the subgroup chain (9) to the phase space ofthe oscillator system. In Ref. 27, the phase space of the polyad phase sphere 23 ,25-28,44,45 (the surface of a sphere in three space, or S 2) of a two-oscillator system was identified with the coset space SUe 2) I U(1 ).28,34,56 The generalization to n oscillators is straightforward. The polyad phase sphere of the noscillator system is a (2n -2) dimensional sphere S (2n -2) which includes all phase space dimensions except the total quantum number N = J 1 and its conjugate angle. This phase sphere is identified with the coset space SU(n)IU(n -1). This (2n -2) dimension subspace can be expanded to include the angle conjugate to J 1 as the coset space U(n)IU(n -1); the fu1l2n dimension phase space includ-ing J I is the coset space SU(n,I)/U(n) or SU(n + 1 )/U(n). This relation between coset spaces and the oscillator phase space is discussed in more detail in the Appendix.
B. Symmetry breaking subgroup chain and the quasiperiodic to chaotic transition
At the quasiperiodic stage, the symmetry has been lowered to the U l (l) X'" X U n (1) group ofEq. (9) (9). Eventually, the only constant of the motion left is the energy, and there is no dynamical symmetry (except possibly for discrete point group symmetries, which we ignore). The symmetry breaking subgroup chain for the quasiperiodic to chaotic transition, analogous to Eq. (9), is Note that the motion at this level, of the destruction of the first of the n actions, is still quasiperiodic, since the energy is conserved in addition to the (n -1) remaining independent actions. This is reflected classically in the existence of a phase space separatrix. A good nth action can still be defined along the quasiperiodic trajectories; however, it must be defined differently on either side of the separatrix and thus is a local rather than global action. The significance of this distinction is seen most clearly by considering that good quantum numbers correspond to global actions; when the separatrix is formed, a good quantum label is lost. The quantum states are then uniquely labeled by the energy and the remaining (n -1) good quantum numbers. These good actions are successively destroyed by further couplings, so that eventually the only constant of the motion left is the energy:
Example 8. In this example, the quasiperiodic normal-local stretch transition of example 7 is followed by the formation of chaotic local and normal modes, and finally by the coupling of bend and stretch motions. The zero-order actions are those of example 4. The first coupling, that between the local modes, has destroyed the action J 3 = (n I -n 2 ) and the symmetry group is U I ( 1) X U 2 ( 1). The second coupling is the whole set of higher n:m resonance couplings between the stretches, e.g., the 2:1 coupling of the form (14) which destroys the stretch polyad action J 2 = (n I + n 2 ) by coupling stretch polyads of different (n l + n 2 ). This coupling eventually produces chaotic local and normal modes, with a broken separatrix dividing the local and normal modes regions of the phase sphere. The coupling leaves intact the bend quantum number, i.e., the action J I = n l = Vb/2, since the bend is not coupled to the stretches at this level. The symmetry group is U I ( 1 ). This final symmetry is destroyed with the addition of a term coupling the bend and stretches, typically at aba b + at aba b + a l a: a: + a 2 a: a:. (15) At this level, the only good constant of motion left is the energy. Example 9. In this example, the quasiperiodic normal-local stretch transition of example 7 is followed by the bendstretch coupling, which leaves the total polyad number J I as the one remaining good action; and finally by the coupling of the J I polyads. The zero-order actions are those of example 3. The first coupling, again that of Eq. (12) between local modes, has destroyed the action J 3 = (n I -n 2 ) and the symmetry group is U I (1 ) X U 2 (1 ). The second coupling, the bend-stretch coupling of the form of Eq. (13), destroys the stretch polyad (n I + n 2 ), but by coupling the stretches to the bend, rather than by coupling stretch polyads to each other as in the previous example. The action destroyed is J 2 = (n l + n 2 -2n 3 ) = (VI + V 2 -Vb), and the remaining symmetry group is U I ( 1 ), whose associated action is the total polyad number
. This final symmetry with its action is destroyed with addition of terms like Eq. (15) coupling the J I polyads. At this level, the only good constant of motion left is the energy.
We will return to examples 8 and 9 in Sec. IV when we discuss the analysis of the water spectrum.
c. The approximate nature of dynamical constants of motion
In this formal development we have not yet addressed an aspect of the problem whose importance is clear from the discussion of earlier sections. This is the fact that the dynamical constants J i and the associated symmetry subgroups U i( 1) in the transition to chaos are supposed in general to be approximate constants of motion, whereas in the formal development there is no distinction between exact and approximate constants. The existence of a constant J i at a given step of the symmetry breaking chain (12) is due to the lack of a symmetry breaking term which destroys that J i • In a real molecule, the magnitUde of these symmetry breaking terms will never be exactly zero, unless due to an exact symmetry such as permutation symmetry. However, it may be a very good approximation to treat a symmetry breaking term as negligible. This is the assumption implicit 46 in standard fits at low energy, such as Darling-Dennison or Fermi reso-nance Hamiltonians which use a single resonance coupling term, and this assumption seems to be validated by the success of these fits. In speaking of a dynamical symmetry, therefore, we mean an approximate symmetry whose nonexact nature can be neglected in the given context (analysis of a particular spectrum, for example). The question when an approximate symmetry operationally can be said to exist is a subtle one, however, and we return to this again in Sec. V A.
D. The noncrossing rule and level repulsion in the transition to chaos
We now turn to the connection of the symmetry breaking framework to the relation between the noncrossing rule and level statistics. Quantum mechanically, the loss of the good actions in the transition from quasiperiodicity to chaos has a different signature on the level distribution than does the loss of conserved angles in the transition from periodic to quasiperiodic motion in Sec. III A. There, the loss of the conserved angles was reflected in the lifting of the degeneracies of the quantum spectrum as the symmetry breaking chain (9) is followed. In this regime, the quantum states are uniquely labeled by the n quantum numbers corresponding to the n simultaneously commuting U(n) generators; the energies and degeneracies of the levels are determined by these quantum numbers. At the quasiperiodic level of the subgroup chain (9) or (12) with the symmetry group a productofn U i ( 1 )'s, all of the degeneracies (with theexception of those due to discrete symmetries) have been broken. However, the quantum states belonging to different levels all still have different quantum number sets, i.e., symmetry labels. Hence, they do not interact and are not correlated. As a consequence, the level spacing distribution is Poisson. Thenceforth, in the transition from quasiperiodicity to chaos, with the loss of the actions J i and breaking of the U i ( 1) symmetries in chain (12), the levels become correlated due to level repulsion, with a transition to a Wigner distribution.
This level repulsion occurs due to the operation 0/ the noncrossing rule that states 0/ the same symmetry do not cross. To see this, consider the successive loss of the n actions J i in the order conventionally denoted I n ,I n _ , .... ,J" as in examples 8 and 9 above. The argument is a mathematical formulation of the logic presented in Sec. II. A precise statement of the noncrossing rule is that states can interact only if they belong to the same irreducible representation of the symmetry group; and in addition, have the same set of quantum numbers. In our case of n good quantum numbers with quasiperiodic motion, the symmetry has been reduced to 'XU n (l) [cf. example (9) or (11)]. Each U i ( 1) irreducible representation is uniquely labeled by the quantum number m i ; and each set of{m, .. 'm n } corresponds to a unique state. By the noncrossing rule, states with different {m, .. 'm n } cannot interact, and so cannot repel each other. Progressively increasing numbers of states then acquire the possibility of interacting and repelling as follows. Consider the subset of states differing only in the quantum number m n . Suppose that this quantum number mn is spoiled by the addition of a further perturbation. The symmetry is reduced to U'(l) 
. This subset of states therefore can now all interact and repel. The quantum labels are now the (n -1) remaining good actions and the (fnergy. In the same way, consider the spoiling of successive actions I n _ " I n _ 2' etc. Following the loss of each action J i in succession, the quantum states are labeled by the (i -1) remaining quantum numbers and the energy; the symmetry is reduced with the loss of U i (1 ) to U' ( 1 ) X ... X U i -'( 1 ). With this symmetry lowering, all levels in the subset that differed only in the action J i are freed to interact with each other. With the loss of the last actionJ, , the quantum states are labeled only by the energy. In this case of global chaos, all states repel one another. Symmetry breaking has led to a Wigner distribution through the operation of the noncrossing rule. (Some interesting, specifically quantum mechanical aspects of the noncrossing rule are considered in Ref. 47.)
IV. APPROXIMATE CONSTANTS OF MOTION AND PARTIAL ASSIGNABILITY IN EXPERIMENTAL SPECTRA
In the previous sections, we have introduced the ideas of approximate dynamical constants of motion, partial assignability of a spectrum, and localized chaos; and in a general way, the problems these notions entail in the statistical interpretation of chaotic spectra with high densities of states. We have developed the formal relations among dynamical symmetry breaking, the noncrossing rule, and level statistics. We used the water molecule in examples 8 and 9 to illustrate this formalism. In this section, we want to consider more closely the physical basis and consequences for spectral analysis of each step ofthe formal development, in particular, the practical issues of partial assignment and level statistics involved. We use the H 2 0 molecule as an example. There should be around 500 zero-order vibrational levels below 30 000 cm -" enough levels for a statistical analysis. The spectrum is not known to this energy, but we are mainly concerned with using the water molecule as an exemplar of how these ideas might guide analysis of spectra, rather than performing a detailed analysis of any existing real spectrum.
Examples 8 and 9 presented two different hierarchies of actions for the water molecule. These are two of many possible sets of actions suitable for describing the zero-order anharmonic Hamiltonian. (Any set diagonal in the quantum numbers V,, V 2 , Vb will do; or one could use any other zeroorder representation such as one based on normal stretch modes, for instance.) It is desirable to justify the choices in examples 8 and 9 in terms of their relevance to analysis of highly excited states of H2 O. First, the zero-order local stretch modes 1 and 2 and bend mode b are chosen for their obvious physical relevance at all energies. (Instead oflocal modes 1 and 2, normal modes s and a could be used, but we believe local modes will prove in practice to be somewhat more convenient for highly excited states of experimental spectra.) Next, the choices n, = v" n 2 = V 2 , n3 = vbl2 are made for two reasons. First, the identical stretch local modes are in approximate 1: 1 frequency ratio with each other, and in approximate 1:2 frequency ratio with the bend. A more important consideration, but in the case of water consonant with the frequency ratios, is the nature of the couplings between the zero-order modes. The dominant coupling22 be-tween the stretches is a 1: 1 coupling; this is responsible for the local-normal modes transition, and leads to a system equivalent to anharmonic normal stretch modes with Darling-Dennison coupling. There is also a 2: 1 coupling between the stretches and bend 48 which is important in fitting spectra of low overtones and combinations. However, the 2: 1 stretch-bend coupling may become less significant at higher energies if the bend and stretch detune from resonance. Also, other n:m couplings between the stretches as in Eq. (14) are expected to become significant. This leads us to consider the two hierarchies of Eqs. (3) and (4), associated with the distinct coupling schemes of examples 8 and 9, and each a strong candidate to govern the analysis of highly excited levels.
A. Hierarchy 1: Localized chaos with assignable polyad number
Hierarchy uses the total polyad number N=J) = (VI +v 2 +vb/2). The first physically relevant coupling22 is the 1: 1 local modes coupling of form (13) which is responsible for the local-normal transition. This coupling destroys the action J 3 = (n I -n 2 ). The system is still quasiperiodic, because the energy is still a conserved quantity in addition to J) and J 2 , but there is a separatrix dividing the local and normal regions of phase space. Because the bend quantum number is still good, the nontrivial dynamics in the J 3 degree of freedom are described on the phase spheres of the stretch polyad number
which is also still a constant of motion. At this level of coupling, the spectrum would be expected to have a Poisson distribution, reflecting the quasiperiodic dynamics.
In hierarchy 1, the next physically relevant coupling48 is the 2:1 bend-stretch coupling, ofform (15). This coupling destroys the action J 2 • There are now only the energy and the total polyad number N = J) as constants of motion. The system can be chaotic if the coupling strengths are strong enough. However, the persistence of the polyad number J) means this is chaos involving the phase space degrees of freedom represented by the actions J 2 and J 3 and their conjugate angle variables. One can also say that there is chaos between the J 2 and J 3 degrees of freedom, confined within polyads of the same J). This introduces considerations of partial assignability to the spectral analysis. The levels must be assigned their value of the polyad number J I and grouped into subsets, i.e., polyads with the same J) . If this can be done with confidence, the levels within subsets of the same J) can be statistically analyzed to ascertain the degree of chaos within each polyad. However, if the partial assignment into polyads is not correctly done, the levels will be mis-sorted into subsets; or if they are not sorted at all, but analyzed as a single set, they will show a Poisson distribution, masking the localized chaos within the subsets.
This assignment of the total polyad quantum number at high energy is not likely to be an easy task. At low energy, a conserved polyad number greatly facilitates the assignment of a spectrum, because levels with the same polyad number are grouped into sets of approximately the same energy. In contrast, at high energy the zero-order levels within a polyad have a large range of energies, as the number of levels in a polyad increases with polyad number. At high enough energies, different polyads overlap in energy, making the assignment task difficult. Moreover, within polyads the zero-order energy levels are strongly perturbed by the couplings that destroy J 3 and J 2 • The polyad number is therefore probably a much less simple kind of constant of motion to sort out than the good quantum number of a standard normal mode would be (a case we consider for the bend in H 2 0 directly below). Despite the difficulty in assigning constants such as the polyad number, we believe it is an essential task in analyzing localized chaos in statistical spectroscopy.
Finally, a coupling of form (15) destroys the total polyad number J I • The energy is now the only constant, and there can be global chaos. It is no longer necessary to group the levels into subsets, and a statistical analysis of the whole spectrum will show a Wigner distribution if there is strong chaos.
B. Hierarchy 2. Chaotic stretch motions with assignable bend quantum number Hierarchy 2 represents a coupling scheme in which the first coupling, that of Eq. (12), destroys J 3 (which is the same in both hierarchies) and causes the local-normal transition. However, the second coupling is different. As mentionedabove, the2:1 stretch-bend coupling ofEq. (15) may have diminished effect at high energy, due to detuning of the bend and stretches caused by the high anharmonicity of the stretches. In addition, couplings of form (14) between the stretch polyads J 2 = (n I + n 2 ) are expected to become pronounced at high energy where, moreover, the zero-order stretch polyads overlap in energy. For these reasons, the next action to be lost might be the stretch polyad number J 2 of hierarchy 2, rather than the J 2 of hierarchy 1 as considered above. This represents the formation of chaotic local and normal modes, with the bend quantum number J) = Vb a constant of motion. In this situation, the chaos is localized in the stretches. To properly analyze the spectrum, the levels should be assigned bend quantum numbers Vb' and grouped into subsets with the same Vb' The level distribution within subsets then is a diagnostic for weak or strong chaos localized in the stretches. The assignment of the bend quantum numbers, while by no means easy, will probably not be as difficult as the assignment of the polyad quantum number in the first hierarchy would be.
Finally, if the stretch-bend coupling of Eq. (15) becomes strong enough, the bend quantum number may also be destroyed as a good action. The spectrum can then be analyzed as a single set. A Wigner distribution for the whole spectrum is then indicative of global chaos.
v. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We finish by discussing some further aspects of the application of the ideas of dynamical constants and partial assignment to spectra with localized chaos.
In Sec. III C we attempted to square the notion of dynamical constants of motion with the fact that, strictly speaking, in a real molecular Hamiltonian there are terms that break all dynamical symmetries, leaving only permutation-inversion symmetry and exact constants such as the energy. In essence, an approximate dynamical constant is said to exist when the real molecular perturbations that spoil this constant can be considered negligible. What "negligible" means needs to be definitely understood, since it is required that a spectrum be assigned with any quantity deemed to be an approximate dynamical constant. An assignment is probably possible in two different circumstances. First, the perturbation may really be negligible everywhere in the spectrum, in which case the approximate constant is assignable everywhere. But it may happen that the perturbation has a large enough effect somewhere in the spectrum that it needs to be taken into account explicitly, say in fitting the spectrum. If this is true throughout the spectrum, then the perturbation must be regarded as destroying the approximate constant: one then has descended another step down the chain (12). On the other hand, it is often true that a perturbation such as a Fermi resonance is isolated, and needs to be invoked only to fit a few levels in a spectrum. In this case, the perturbation would not be expected to have much effect on the level statistics, or the assignability of the constant action in question to most levels. From the point of view of statistical spectroscopy, the approximate dynamical constant can still be regarded as good for most levels, and must be assigned to probe for localized chaos in the remaining degrees of freedom.
Finally, several authors 47 • 49 ,so have pointed to the possibility of assigning spectra even when the approximate constants are in no way still good in the sense discussed here. These novel assignments would rely on identification of "bottlenecks"S)-SS persisting in chaotic degrees of freedom, rather than constants of motion associated with degrees of freedom decoupled from the chaotic degrees of freedom. We wish to distinguish this from the kind of partial assignability and localized chaos we are discussing here, although we believe this is also a very interesting problem in the spectroscopy of chaotic molecules.
In this paper, we have considered a statistical analysis of the individual eigenvalues of the vibrational degrees of freedom of water. Two extensions of the present discussion come readily to mind. First, we have neglected other degrees of freedom, such as rotations. The vibrational levels of water discussed here should be considered J = 0 levels without spin. We are confident that the ideas of dynamical constants, partial assignability, and localized chaos readily apply to these additional degrees of freedom, and can be analyzed within a dynamical symmetry framework. Second, we have discussed spectra without reference to the excitation process and its resulting intensity variations. A very interesting example where these come into play is seen in the stimulated emission pumping spectra of acetylene,2-4 where many "clumps," or regions of high intensity, are observed, with each clump containing large numbers of individual J = 0 rovibrational states. Reference 4 analyzed the distribution of individual levels within clumps, but recognized that there is additional dynamical information on differing time scales contained both in the distribution of clumps, and the distribution of eigenstates in all the clumps together. We believe application of the ideas in this paper to spectra such as these could be very fruitful.
In summary: we have considered approximate dynamical constants of motion, associated with localized chaos and partial assignability of a vibrational spectrum. These ideas have been formulated in terms of a dynamical symmetry analysis of the transition from periodic to chaotic motion. Dynamical symmetry breaking and the noncrossing rule have been related to level repulsion and statistical analysis of level spacings in spectra of chaotic molecules. We have discussed the importance of assigning quantum numbers corresponding to approximate dynamical constants for properly interpreting localized chaos in statistical analyses of molecular spectra. We have pointed out that these constants can be of different kinds, two likely candidates in H 2 0 being a bend normal mode and the total polyad number. 
APPENDIX
This Appendix discusses a connection between the subgroup chain (9) and the 2n-dimensional classical phase space, particularly, the decomposition of phase space into sets of invariant tori for quasiperiodic motion. The group U( n) has n 2 generators, so is a manifold of dimension n 2 • On the other hand, phase space is a 2n-dimensional manifold.
Phase space can be defined in terms of the n actions {J) .. ·In} which are simultaneously commuting generators of U (n ); and the angles conjugate to these actions. The total actionJ) is fixed fora U(n) representation. IncludingJ), the algebra U(n) contains n good actions. The fixed action J) and the variable actions {J 2 ••• I n } generate a set of transformations parameterized by the n conjugate angles; this set is a subset of the group U(n). This subset (not itself generally a group) is a 2n -I dimensional manifold. With the addition of one more dimension with variation of J), this manifold constitutes the phase space.
More formally, this relation between the group and phase space manifolds is contained in the coset space 28 ,S6 decomposition of U(n) by the subgroup chain (9), which we now consider. The discussion is a generalization of an earlier argument for a two-oscillator system.
There are many (actually infinite, but only finitely many independent) ways to choose the second action J 2 • The choice of J 2 corresponds to a particular choice of the subgroup U( n -I) in Eq. (9) . As discussed elsewhere 28 for the particular example of a two-oscillator system, the coset space U(n)/U(n -1) is the 2n -I dimensional phase space sphere S 2n -), of which (n -1) dimensions correspond to (n -I) independent actions and n dimensions correspond to the n independent angles of phase space. [The inclusion of variation of J) to complete the 2n-dimensional phase space is encompassed group theoretically with consideration of the group 8U(n,l) below.] The choice ofa particular U(n -1) subgroup to define the coset space can be thought of as an orientation of the phase sphere which selects a particular action-angle pair J 2 , O 2 to parameterize the dynamics on the sphere. The choice of the next action J 3 corresponds to a choice of a U(n -2) subgroup ofU(n -1) to define the coset space U(n -I)/U(n -2). This process continues until a complete set VI·· ·In} of actions is obtained. This can be represented by the coset decompositions 6 U(n) = U(n) X U(n -I) X ... X U (2) (AI)
U(n-l) U(n-2) U(l)
The choice of zero-order actions V 2 ••• I n } and the coset space decomposition (A 1) represents a decomposition of phase space into a set of nested zero-order invariant n-tori Tn embedded in 8 2n • For the harmonic U(n) symmetric Hamiltonian (3a), each of the many possible choices of the set VI .. . J"} leads to its own set of invariant n tori. A trajectory of the symmetric system must reside in the intersection of all the sets of tori. Hence, there can be no motion at all in the angles {0 2 •• ·0 n}, and there are (n -1) conserved angles in addition to the n conserved actions. The motion is periodic. Quantum mechanically, the freedom in choosing the (n -1) quantum numbers corresponding to {J 2 ••• I n } is reflected in the high degeneracy of the U(n) representations.
Finally, consider how J I fits into this picture. Unlike V 2 •• ·I n }, J I is fixed for a given U(n) representation. As mentioned in Sec. III A, groups in which J I is also variable are U(n,1) and U(n + 1). These are noninvariance groups for the oscillator because while they contain the oscillator invariance group U(n) as a subgroup, they do not commute with the Hamiltonian ( 1 ), which contains J I = N. The coset space 8U(n,I)/U(n) or 8U(n + 1 )/U(n) is then the complete 2n-dimensional phase space sphere 8 2n for the oscillator. (Using the special unitary groups excludes the irrelevant Casimir operator of the noninvariance group as an action.)
